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Our vision
To be the chosen partner trusted to provide 
leadership to the global shipping industry.

Our mission
To be at the forefront of global developments in shipping, 
providing expert knowledge and practical advice to safeguard 
and add value to our members’ businesses.



Our strength in numbers
• 4 locations – Shanghai, Singapore, London and 

Copenhagen

• 50+ staff – 13 nationalities 

• 10,000 helpdesk enquiries per year

• 30,000 followers on social media (Twitter, LinkedIn, 
WeChat, Facebook)

• over 3 million page views on the BIMCO website 
per year

• represent more than half of the world’s tonnage in 
total over 1 Billion TDW and growing 

• 2,100 members in over 120 countries including 
around 800 owners representing all sectors.



BIMCO’s 4 core services 

Products

• Contracts 
and clauses

• IDEA2
• Shipping 

KPIs
• Publications

Training

• eLearning
• Face-to-

face 
courses

• Webinars
• Tailor-

made 
courses

Regulation

• NGO at 
IMO

• Regular 
engage-
ment with 
regional 
regulators

Information & advice

Ships
• Technical 
• Environmental
• Safety
• Security

Commercial
• Chartering support
• Ports and cargo 

databases
• Credit risk
• Debt recovery
• Fraud alerts
• Market analysis



• State of the shipping market
• 2020 0.50% Sulphur Cap – Challenges for Refiners
• 2020 preparation by shipowners
• Non-compliance
• Commercial practices – need for change?
• Enforcement



Tanker Shipping 
Shipowners have their work cut out handling the supply side in 2017



Tanker Shipping



Container Shipping



Dry Bulk Shipping 
As the BDI moves higher, demolition activity weakens



Dry Bulk Shipping 
A ‘false dawn’ - BDI at 1,001 on Monday 8 May 2017



No way around the basics
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Changes to the fundamental market balance

Demand
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Changes to the fundamental market balance

Demand Supply Utilisation rate (RH-axis)

This is a 
projection –

NOT a 
forecast



World liquid fuels production
and consumption balance

ARE we 
rebalancing 

–
or NOT?



2020 0.50% Sulphur Cap – Challenges for 
refiners

• Not coordinated
• Marine is not a primary market
• Refiners are not suppliers – refiner output  ship input
• Little investment in progress to cater for 2020
• Refinery margins slim – if HFO price falls off the cliff, then?

• ?, will refiners make 0.50% a product line
• ?, will these products be compatible



Challenges for suppliers

• There is no ISO 8217 specification for non-conventional blends
• Possibly, more grades to supply
• “fit for use” issues – who are responsible?
• Non-availability – what does it mean
• De-bunkering – may become “normal”



How are owners preparing?

They are not!
yet



What are Owners spending money on?

• Ballast Water Treatment – mandatory application
• Keeping ships fit for trade – avoiding PSC detentions

• As little as possible!



How do Owners get finance for ship 
retrofits?

• Cash flow - if business allows
• Lending towards ships asset value - if asset value permits
• Leasing of equipment
• Innovative finance via benefit sharing
• Charter party arrangements – primarily for longer T/C



• A capesize built in Mar 2007 – likely to have 
been ordered some two years earlier at USDm
68 (estimate for Mar 05 NB by Clarksons – not 
seen in graph)

• Having a demo value of USDm 7.69 and an 
estimated life time of 25 years leaves a 
“theoretic value” at 68-((68-7.69)/25)*10 = 
USDm 44.9

• The market value is USDm 30.9 less (-69%)



• Container ship – currently valued at scrap 
price!

• Ordered in Mar 2005 at USD 90 (approx.)

• Having a demo value of USDm 9.48 and an 
estimated life time of 25 years leaves a 
“theoretic value” at 90-((90-9.48)/25)*10 = 
USDm 57.8

• The market value is USDm 48.3 less (-84%)



What makes sense?

• Make sure your ship can continue trading
• Mandatory requirements – such as BWMS
• Operational requirements – no detentions by PSC
• Financial obligations – avoid ship arrest

• Focus on cost minimisation
• Reduce operating expenses
• Optimise ship efficiency



So, what are Owners preparing for?

• Mostly, anything not related to 2020
• Maintain a going concern

• When the additional fuel cost is visible in the books
• Take actions to reduce OPEX

• Use whatever compliant fuel is available come 2020



What is non-compliance?

• Simply – in breach of the provisions of the law!
• But, what is the law?

• Depends on the national implementation of MARPOL Annex VI
• Depends on any additional provisions

• Is MARPOL clear?
• Yes, and no. What about non-availability?
• What about safety related exemptions?



Enforcement issues

• MARPOL Parties vs Non-Parties
• Role of Flag State
• Role of Port State
• UNCLOS
• Carriage ban?
• Non-availability



Commercial practices – do we need to 
sharpen the clauses?

• The standard case:
• The charterer is responsible for delivering compliant fuel
• The ship(owner) is responsible for operational compliance

• But, delivering “non-compliant” fuel may be in compliance, 
while using it may, or may not – depending on the jurisdiction



Best case scenario – all ships compliant 

Less likely, but a desired outcome



Worst case scenario

• Large scale non-compliance
• Regional non-availability
• Chaotic enforcement regime - major differences regionally
• Major quality issues for ships not able to safely use fuels
• Trade flows disrupted as ships are detained



Conclusion

• Market is not supportive for the time being

• Scrubbers are optional – BWM is mandatory

• Supply/demand is not clear

• Enforcement is challenging

• Some owners have clearly opted for scrubbers

• Others regard investment risk outweighing risk of higher price

• Most are concerned about getting to 2020



The IMO work on effective implementation is of paramount 
importance for the shipping industry



Thank you!

Contact BIMCO at

www.bimco.org


